






















Continued: ~ 8 - RR/G4

(~Unscrew the retaining nut, 35 (L.Hcthread) from the rear end of the
2nd motion shaft and remove the remaining parts from it. TIE the
thrust washer (46) to the 2nd speed driver gear (44)"

Qocix) Withdraw the drilled distance piece (adjacent to the front end bush

of the reverse motion shaft) from the disphragm so that the oil

passages in the latter can be cleaned to remove sludgeo

(xxx) Thoroughly clean the gearbox and all dismantled parts leaving the
~~shers tied to their respective gears.

4. 3BD & 4TH SPEED SYNCHROMESH UNIT (ON 3BD MOTION SHAFT):

Normally it should NOT be necessary to dismantle the 3rd and 4th
speed synchromesh unit, as it is not subject to appreciable wear even

after a very large mileage has been covered.

(i ) To dismantle~ remove the four 2-BA nuts and bolts securing the two
halves of the actuating sleeve (11 Fig.2) and remove the two
operating cams (13) from the sliding piece (10) and collect the t;~

pins (12) if free.

(ii) Push the sliding piece out of the outer member (8), taking care not
to lose any of the six or eight plungers and springs. This may be
avoided by wrapping a piece of cloth around the outer member prior
to removal of the sliding piece.

(iii) If the splines of the sliding piece are found to be worn~ the piece
should be renewed; wear is more likely to occur on the splines of

the 3rd motion shaft. The width of the splines of the sliding piece

(new) are. 350tt + .0005"; the corresponding width of the splines on
the front end of the 3rd motion shaft (new) are .349tt - ..OO1tt

(iv) If the circular portion at the upper end of the two operating cams

(13) where they locate in the actuating sleeve, are worn, new cams
should be fitted.

(v ) ,Vhen re-assembling the unit, four new 2-BA bolts (G-55649) and four
nuts (K-4307) will be required. After tightening the nuts, centre
punch each nut in four places to lock.

5.. TO RE--ASSEMBLETHE GEARBOX:

~~en re-assembling, discard all old tab locking ~~shers, aluminium

washers, Vellumoid and red fibre (or "Oakenstrong") joints. If the 1st

speed gears are noisy due to wear of the teeth beneath the hardened surface,

opportunity should be taken to fit a new driver and driven gear (40 & 27
Fig..2), othervdse the small particles of metal which disintegrate from worn

gears will be carried around in the oil and may cause damage to the teeth
of other gears and the bearings.

If the 2nd motion shaft is worn on the centre journal due to

revolving of the inner race of the ball bearing (47), a new shaft should be
fitted.. This also applies if the centre and rear journals of the 3rd motion
shaft are worn..

The diameter (new) of the centre journal of the 2nd motion shaft

(adjacent to the non-flanged end of the sleeve 42) is 1.37795" + .00025"
(35 m(m)~ The diameter (new) of the centre and rear ball bearing journals
of the 3rd motion shaft is 1.3779"+ or - ,.0001" (35 :n/m).

A) 2nd Motion Shaft:

NOTE: ~~~enre-assembling the parts to the 2nd motion shafts the gears
must be placed the correct way round and the various ~~shers positioned
as shovm in Fig.2.
















